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INTRODUCTION 

When we were approached with the idea of building an instrument that would             

implement technological elements in it for all the members of the group, we found              
very interesting the idea put forward by one of our colleagues, which basically             

consisted of a box with buttons that when pressed would emit different musical             

notes. We decided to name this project as a MIDI controller based on the type of                
language used, musical instrument digital interface. We found it interesting because           

although it only consists of a few buttons, we can play all kinds of melodies and                

rhythms due to the programming. 

To sum up, we think this project will enable us to understand the functioning of an                

electronic instrument we are not really familiarized with. Moreover, we will end up             
learning a lot about some components needed we hadn’t used before, such as the              

potentiometers, and the inclusion of some functions in our code we didn’t know.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



MATERIALS AND TOOLS AND COSTS 

Materials 

- Buttons (24,70€) 

 

- Arduino ProMicro/ Arduino Leonardo (13,99€) 

- Wires (free) 

 



- Potentiometers (free) 

 

- Multiplexer cd4067 ( in case we need more analogue inputs)(3) 

 

- Solderable breadboard 

 

Tools 

- Welder 

- 3D printer 



PROCEDURES 

Before even starting to develop our project, we made sure that we had all the               
materials needed, and we bought all of those that we did not have yet, such as the                 

buttons which we got from the following link: 

https://www.amazon.es/Fosiya-Botones-transparentes-unidades-repuesto/dp/B07VZ
MT7PY/ref=sr_1_14?__mk_es_ES=%C3%85M%C3%85%C5%BD%C3%95%C3%9

1&dchild=1&keywords=arcade+buttons&qid=1608210593&sr=8-14 
Once we had all the materials and therefore the buttons that we had bought online               

had arrived, we had to soldate all of them as well as the potentiometers with the                

wires that would let us connect all the buttons to the Arduino later on. To do so, we                  
used a welder as you can clearly see on the image above.  

 
 

 

Meanwhile, we started designing the future structure of our         
midi controller, we used a program called AutoCad. Our         

design had to be comfortable to work with, as we would have            
to make all the connections in it and also had to take into             

account the distribution and sizes of the buttons. 
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https://www.amazon.es/Fosiya-Botones-transparentes-unidades-repuesto/dp/B07VZMT7PY/ref=sr_1_14?__mk_es_ES=%C3%85M%C3%85%C5%BD%C3%95%C3%91&dchild=1&keywords=arcade+buttons&qid=1608210593&sr=8-14


In order to make sure that the design was exactly as we needed it to be, we started                  
printing just the top of the box where we would put the buttons with a 3D printer. The                  

printed part ended up working just fine and in no time we were putting all the buttons                 
in each one's place and making all the connections needed between them.  

 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
To make all the connections we first made a diagram of them to make sure we did                 

not make any mistake. 

 



Once we had everything connected we started coding. As we were using an Arduino              
Pro Micro that already had a midi USB integrated, the programming was easier             

because we didn’t need other softwares to send midi signals. We only had to              

download one library, MIDI_controller. 

 



 

(code we are using with the explanation ) 

As soon as we had every component connected and the code was ready we              

connected the arduino to the web SoundTrap (what we are using to transform the              

midi signal into sounds) and we started to play music. 

Click at this link to see a video of our final result: 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/10FRV10V7HUvqgZDUVZEGFJYwO-kZm9Rn/view?u
sp=sharing 

 

 

 
 
  

https://drive.google.com/file/d/10FRV10V7HUvqgZDUVZEGFJYwO-kZm9Rn/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/10FRV10V7HUvqgZDUVZEGFJYwO-kZm9Rn/view?usp=sharing


TRELLO 

To organize all the steps we have followed during these weeks to organize what              

each member of the group had to do we used Trello since it is a very efficient tool.  

Link to trello the Trello diagram used: 

https://trello.com/invite/b/LBUDS2vP/8af027993ea8d031a0a61fcf71bd5d67/midi 

  

https://trello.com/invite/b/LBUDS2vP/8af027993ea8d031a0a61fcf71bd5d67/midi


SCIENTIFIC CORPUS 

1. Electric current: 

First of all, to carry out this project we will need some knowledge about              

the electric current, which is the rate of charge flow past a given point in an                
electronic circuit. In other words, it is the movement of negative charges            

(electrons) within a substance, and there is a force called electromotive force            

(EMF), which has an effect on the electrons and it is measured in Volts. 

The magnitude of the electric current is measured in Coulombs per           

second (C/s), however, it is simplified as the common unit called the Ampere             

(A). 

In these pictures, there are some diagrams of the digital and analog input.             

Firstly, digital inputs (DI) are binary inputs (0 or 1) that come with the PLC               

(Programmable Logic Controller). The type of card used will determine the variability            
of the voltages used (from 5V to 230V). They are usually used to check the status of                 

any devices if it is on or off. 

Secondly, an analog input (AI) has multiple states and represents items as            
temperature, level or rate of flow. In other words, an AI is a continuous input from the                 

field to the PLC, and the voltage signal is not constant, because it depends on the                

field conditions. 



2. Electronics 

Secondly, for this project we need to be able to understand what            
electronics are. Electronics are a branch of physics and electrical engineering           

that deal with emission, behaviour, and effects of electrons and with electronic            

devices. 

3. Arduino: 

For this project, we will also need to know how to use an Arduino,              

because it is the essential tool we will use.  

An Arduino is a microcontroller that from external inputs processes the           
information and creates an output. It is based on easy-to-use hardware and            

software.  

 

4. Sound (acoustic waves): 

As we are carrying out a project about music, we will need to acknowledge              
the main concepts related to the subject, such as the sound and the acoustic              

waves. 

First of all, the sound is a form of energy produced when air molecules vibrate               

and move in waves.  

Second of all, the acoustic waves are a mechanical longitudinal oscillation of            

pressure, which travels through a medium, in a wave pattern. While it travels,             

it transmits energy from one point to another in the medium.  

 



5. Potentiometer: 

For this project, we need a potentiometer in order to control the speed and              
intensity of the sound.  

A potentiometer, which is also known as a pot or potmeter, is defined as a 3                

terminal variable resistor in which the resistance is manually varied to control            

the flow of electric current. A pot acts as an adjustable voltage divider.  

Potentiometers work by varying the position of a sliding contact across a            

uniform resistance. In a potmeter, the entire input voltage is applied across            
the whole length of the resistor, and the output voltage is the voltage drop              

between the fixed and sliding contact as shown below. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

6. Welding 

Welding is a fabrication process where two or more parts are fused together             

by means of heat, pressure or both forming a join as the parts cool. Welding is                

usually used on metals and thermoplastics but can also be used on wood.  

In our case, we will be using the technique of soldering, which is the process               

of joining two or more items together by melting and putting a filler metal              

(solder) into the seam. The melting point of the filler metal is lower than the               

adjacent metals. 

 



For doing this project is necessary to weld the potentiometers with the wires.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

7. 3D printer  

3D printing is the process of making three dimensional solid objects from a             

digital file.The object is created by laying down successive layers of material            
until the object is completed. Each of these layers can be regarded as a thin               

section of the object. 

3D printing enables you to create complex shapes using fewer materials than            

traditional manufacturing methods. 

To use a 3D printer, the first thing needed to do is designing the structure we                

want to build on a computer, using 3D design software. After designing it, it              
has to be imported to the 3D printer, which will slice the part and send the                

printer a list of patterns and directions used to build it. 

The following image shows the most common type of 3D printer, which is             

called the Fused Deposition Modeling (FDM). 

 


